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So too your last movements may be known, 
         a vortex stirred up by a jet’s wingtips, 
invisible path lines recording fluid particles 
         in the flow, vapor trails that endure 

at high altitudes long after the jet is gone, 
         damp exhaust spewing traces of water 
and ice into already saturated air.  In the book 
         of cloud studies, halo clouds appear 

above pitched rooftops in stark black and white,
         looking eerily like contrails, though 
the photographs were taken years before 
         the first jet flew.  The author complains 

the landscape paintings of his day are disfigured
         by impossible skies with vague, shapeless clouds, 
as untrue to nature as it would be possible 
         to make them.  He wants us to see clouds 

as they really are, or as they were, since jets 
         have since altered them. An interactive map 
reveals twenty-four hours of sped-up flight activity, 
         blue lines tracing every flight path 

in the world, myriad contrails like meteor showers 
         on repeat or missiles lobbed in an arcade game 
before the flight simulator screen racing with clouds 
         flashes GAME OVER.  Out of quarters, 

you follow a path worn into the carpet’s geometric 
         pattern that points not the way out, but a way 
to keep circling when you don’t want to
         or don’t yet know how to stop.

Heather June Gibbons
Desire Lines

Desire lines etched in the ground record the ways 
         we wish constructed paths would take us, 
grassy shortcuts, diagonals across fields 
         like checkmarks or cross-outs, ruts 

where a corner has been rounded-off, dirt tracks 
         running parallel with streets that express 
where a sidewalk ought to be.  They speak 
         of our rush when the given way is circuitous 

or has gaps, showing us what is easy or most safe.  
         How many footsteps does it take 
to make a trail which then attracts further use,
         until the desired way becomes its own way?   

Travelers in the Botswana bush who ask if they 
         are on the right road are told it is a road, 
but it is not the road.  In Detroit’s urban prairie, 
         pheasants nest in razed city blocks, a man 

hunts raccoon to sell as food, and the footpaths 
         that crisscross vacant lots tell us something 
is missing, or turning over again.  The purest desire 
         lines appear in deep snow.  

An aerial photograph of winter, rural Colorado: 
         black lines spider and spread where the herd 
dispersed, then a thickening, dark mass of tracks,
         cattle gathering around what must be 

feeding troughs, the way a hunter knows 
         all game trails lead inevitably to water.  
A doe bends to drink from a creek, pauses
         ears alert, nose quivering in a shifting wind.


